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Abstract.—Parasitic “wing lice” (Phthiraptera: Columbicola) and their dove and pigeon hosts are a well-recognized model
system for coevolutionary studies at the intersection of micro- and macroevolution. Selection on lice in microevolutionary
time occurs as pigeons and doves defend themselves against lice by preening. In turn, behavioral and morphological
adaptations of the lice improve their ability to evade host defense. Over macroevolutionary time wing lice tend to cospeciate
with their hosts; yet, some species of Columbicola have switched to new host species. Understanding the ecological
and evolutionary factors that inﬂuence coadaptation and codiversiﬁcation in this system will substantially improve our
understanding of coevolution in general. However, further work is hampered by the lack of a robust phylogenetic framework
for Columbicola spp. and their hosts. Previous attempts to resolve the phylogeny of Columbicola based on sequences from a
few genes provided limited support. Here, we apply a new approach, target restricted assembly, to assemble 977 orthologous
gene sequences from whole-genome sequence data generated from very small, ethanol-preserved specimens, representing
up to 61 species of wing lice. Both concatenation and coalescent methods were used to estimate the species tree. These two
approaches yielded consistent and well-supported trees with 90% of all relationships receiving 100% support, which is a
substantial improvement over previous studies. We used this new phylogeny to show that biogeographic ranges are generally
conserved within clades of Columbicola wing lice. Limited inconsistencies are probably attributable to intercontinental
dispersal of hosts, and host switching by some of the lice. [aTRAM; coalescent; coevolution; concatenation; species tree.]

thin body shape of Columbicola. This shape enables lice
to escape preening by hiding between the barbs of
the large ﬂight feathers of the wings and tail (Clayton
1991; Clayton et al. 2003). Comparative and experimental
studies show that lice on “wrong” sized feathers are
more vulnerable to preening; hence, preening reinforces
the host speciﬁcity of Columbicola (Clayton et al. 1999;
Johnson et al. 2005; Bush and Clayton 2006; Bush et al.
2006; Malenke et al. 2009). Some Columbicola spp. are
also known to match the color of their host’s feathers,
making them more difﬁcult for the bird to see the lice
when preening (Bush et al. 2010). Thus, host preening
has had a selective effect on the size, shape, and color of
Columbicola species.
The selective effect of host preening on Columbicola
reinforces host speciﬁcity, which, in turn, reinforces
congruence between host and parasite phylogenies
over macroevolutionary time. However, a previous
study (Johnson et al. 2003) found that host and parasite
phylogenies in this system are not always congruent,
suggesting that some lineages of Columbicola have
switched hosts. Some species of Columbicola also
parasitize more than one host species (Johnson et al.
2002; Malenke et al. 2009; Bush et al. 2009). Host
switching, along with host-imposed selection, may
facilitate reproductive isolation and specialization
by Columbicola [see Althoff et al. (2014) for a review
of factors affecting coevolutionary diversiﬁcation].
Together, these ﬁndings make the dove-louse

Parasites comprise about half of the diversity of life on
earth (Windsor 1998; Poulin and Morand 2000, Poulin
and Morand 2004; Dobson et al. 2008; Mora et al.
2011). Documenting this diversity, and understanding
the evolutionary processes responsible for it, requires
accurate information on the phylogenetic history of
parasites. A robust phylogenetic tree can be used to
reconstruct events triggering parasite diversiﬁcation.
Examples include cospeciation of parasites with hosts,
or the switching of parasites between hosts, followed by
parasite speciation. One host–parasite system in which
studies of coevolutionary processes have been linked
to macroevolutionary patterns consists of pigeons and
doves (Aves: Columbidae; hereafter “doves”) and their
ectoparasitic lice (Clayton and Johnson 2003; Johnson
et al. 2009; reviewed by Clayton et al. 2016).
Doves are parasitized by 90 known species of wing
lice belonging to the genus Columbicola (Phthiraptera:
Ischnocera; Bush et al. 2009; Gustafsson and Bush
2015). Columbicola species are “permanent” parasites that
complete all stages of their life cycle on the body of the
host, where they feed primarily on the downy feathers
(Marshall 1981). Damage to feathers by Columbicola
causes energetic stress, which reduces host survival and
mating success (Clayton et al. 2016). In response to
such damage, doves have coevolved defenses against
Columbicola, such as preening behavior that is very
effective at controlling populations of lice (Clayton et al.
2005). Host preening reciprocally selects for the long,
1
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system ideal for investigating the link between
microevolutionary processes and macroevolutionary
patterns of diversiﬁcation (Clayton and Johnson 2003;
Johnson et al. 2009; Clayton et al. 2016).
A crucial step in understanding the coevolutionary
diversiﬁcation of Columbicola is to have a wellsupported phylogeny for the lice. Johnson et al. (2007)
attempted to reconstruct the phylogenetic history of
Columbicola using three genes (two mitochondrial and
a single nuclear gene). While this work supported
many of the morphologically recognized species groups
within Columbicola, relationships among the species
groups were largely unresolved (Johnson et al. 2007).
The reasons for the lack of resolution are unclear.
However, it is possible that lice radiated rapidly, leaving
few phylogenetically informative DNA substitutions
(synapomorphies). Alternatively, rapid radiation may
have led to the incomplete sorting of alleles, which
resulted in conﬂicting phylogenetic signals.
Recent phylogenomic approaches using hundreds
or thousands of genes have shown great potential to
resolve difﬁcult phylogenetic problems (Jarvis et al.
2014; Misof et al. 2014; Prum et al. 2015). However,
Columbicola and other lice pose substantial technical
challenges for collecting large-scale genomic data. For
example, some high-throughput sequencing methods
require large quantities of high-quality genomic DNA
(e.g., target capture methods; Faircloth et al. 2012,
Faircloth et al. 2015; Lemmon et al. 2012; McCormack
et al. 2012) or RNA (transcriptome sequencing; e.g.,
Misof et al. 2014). Lice are very small (1–2 mm long),
dorsoventrally compressed, and encased in a hardened
exoskeleton. In most cases, only a relatively small
amount of DNA (<50 nanograms, ng) can be extracted
from a single louse for sequencing. Combining samples
is not a viable option because an individual dove can
harbor more than one (potentially cryptic) species of
louse (Malenke et al. 2009). In addition, fresh specimens
of most species of lice are difﬁcult to obtain. DNA
from museum samples of lice (e.g., ethanol-preserved)
is often highly degraded and RNA is often completely
degraded. Consequently, the long fragments of DNA
required for de novo genome sequencing and assembly
are typically unavailable. However, the quantity and
quality of DNA available from archival specimens
is often sufﬁcient for constructing a single shortinsert next-generation library using Illumina technology.
Although sequences from such libraries are insufﬁcient
for complete genome assembly, they contain sufﬁcient
coverage of the genome to mine informative data for
phylogenetic reconstruction.
The recently developed software, automated Target
Restricted Assembly Method (aTRAM), provides a new
tool for mining genomic libraries for phylogenomic
data (Johnson et al. 2013; Allen et al. 2015). This
software focuses on localized assemblies of targeted
genomic regions that contain highly conserved proteincoding genes. BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) searches are
used to identify reads and assemble contigs potentially
belonging to single-copy, one-to-one orthologous genes.
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These reads are assembled to produce small contigs
containing the gene. The gene sequences are then
available for phylogenetic study. This approach is
optimal for phylogenetic reconstruction because it
reduces assembly complexity and takes advantage of
highly informative gene sequences that are conserved
across taxa (Allen et al. 2015). Therefore, useful
phylogenetic sequence data can be recovered even when
the DNA sample is degraded and genome-sequencing
coverage is uneven.
In the current study, we used aTRAM to assemble
977 orthologous genes from up to 61 different species
of Columbicola wing lice. We used several approaches
to determine the species relationships within the genus
and used the resulting phylogeny to test for conservation
of biogeographic regions within the genus. Our results
provide robust insights into how Columbicola diversiﬁed
across the global landscape.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Library Preparation and Genome Sequencing
We extracted total genomic DNA from 61 specimens
of Columbicola preserved in ethanol, yielding sufﬁcient
gDNA for whole-genome sequencing (∼ 4–50 ng).
These 61 specimens represented 45 named species,
7 undescribed species, and 9 additional specimens
that represent potentially cryptic species within
named species (designated with a number after the
species name; Malenke et al. 2009; Supplementary
Table S1, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.
org/10.5061/dryad.4812p). This sampling represents
about 50% of named Columbicola species, as well as
additional suspected species. Total genomic DNA was
extracted from each louse using the Qiagen DNA
micro-extraction kit (see Supplementary Materials for
complete extraction methods, available on Dryad) and
was provided to the WM Keck Center, University of
Illinois Urbana-Champaign in 37 L of buffer EB for
library preparation and DNA sequencing (submission
occurred between April and August 2015). The DNA
was sheared on a Covaris M220 instrument to target
a mean fragment size of 400 bp or 650 bp (actual
fragment sizes ranged from 80 to 1200 bp depending on
library). From the sheared DNA, sequencing libraries
were prepared using the Kapa Library Preparation kit
(Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA). Each DNA extract
received a 6-bp barcode during library preparation
so that four samples could be pooled and sequenced
on a single sequencing lane (see Supplementary
Table S1, available on Dryad, for barcode and pooling
information). The libraries were pooled in equimolar
concentrations (as veriﬁed by qPCR) and paired-end
sequenced for 2 x 160 cycles on an Illumina HiSeq2500
instrument using the TruSeq SBS Rapid sequencing kit
v.2 or the HiSeq SBS Sequence Kit v.4. Fastq ﬁles were
generated using Casava v.1.8.2–1.8.4 using Illumina 1.9
quality score encoding.
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Sequence Data Quality Control
Illumina sequence data were ﬁrst analyzed using
FastQC v.0.10.1 (Babrahams Bioinformatics) to
check for irregularities or sequencing errors. To
further control for sequencing error, we removed
duplicated-read pairs using the fastqSplitDups.py
script available from the Mcscript Github package
(https://github.com/McIntyre-Lab/mcscript
and
dependencies
https://github.com/McIntyre-Lab/
mclib; obtained 31 March 2015). The “distinct”
read ﬁles were retained from the fastqSplitDups
results. This ﬁle contained all unique read pairs as
well as a single copy of each duplicated read pair.
Next, 5 and 3 Illumina sequencing adapters were
removed using Fastx_clipper v.0.0.14 (FASTX-Toolkit;
http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/). Following
clipping, reads were “hard” clipped to remove the
ﬁrst 5 nt from the 5 -end using Fastx_trimmer v.0.0.14
(FASTX-Toolkit). Reads were then “soft” trimmed from
the 3 -end to remove bases with a phred score less
than 28 using Fastq_quality_trimmer v.0.0.14 (trimming
window = 1 nt; FASTX-Toolkit). Those reads less than 75
nt after quality trimming were removed from the fastq
ﬁles. The resulting fastq ﬁles were then re-analyzed
using FastQC to check for additional sources of error
not removed by our quality control process.

Assembly of Orthologous Sequences
We used aTRAM v.1.0.4 (Allen et al. 2015) to assemble
protein coding gene sequences from the quality
controlled Illumina sequence data. First, each library
of Illumina data was prepared using the format_sra.pl
script available in the aTRAM package. Next, we
obtained a reference set of 1107 translated protein
coding gene sequences from Pediculus humanus humanus
strain USDA (PhumU2 assembly; Kirkness et al. 2010).
These genes were identiﬁed as single copy orthologs in
Culex pipiens, Aedes aegypti, Anopheles gambiae, Drosophila
melanogaster, Tribolium castaneum, Nasonia vitripennis,
Apis mellifera, P. h. humanus, and Acyrthosiphon pisum
(Johnson et al. 2013). These reference sequences served
as the initial starting sequence for aTRAM to assemble
potentially orthologous genes including intron and
untranslated regions from our Illumina sequence data.
aTRAM was run for three iterations, using the ABySS
(Simpson et al. 2009) option for de novo assembly,
and using the “protein” option to deﬁne our starting
reference as a translated amino acid sequence (aTRAM
options are as follows: -max_processes 16, -iterations 3,
-assembler ABySS, -protein). The resulting contigs from
aTRAM (found in the “best” ﬁle output) were processed
using a post-aTRAM exon stitching processing pipeline
(https://github.com/juliema/phylogenomic_pipeline).
This process uses Exonerate (v.2.2.0; Slater and
Birney 2005) and custom perl scripts to identify
and stitch together the exons of each gene. Finally,
we used reciprocal best BLAST hits (using blastx
v.2.2.28) between the assembled genes and all known
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P. h. humanus translated proteins to verify that the
genes assembled were orthologs of our original
reference sequences. The aTRAM runs were either
completed on local 4 AMD Opteron with 16 2.4-GHz
processors providing 64 CPU servers or the Texas
Advanced Computing Center Stampede system
(https://portal.xsede.org/tacc-stampede; Towns et al.
2014). Analyses were conducted on Stampede using
Launcher for serial implementation of aTRAM on
different nodes (Wilson and Fonner 2014).
Sequence Alignment and Data Matrix Construction
Gene sequences from aTRAM that passed the
reciprocal-best BLAST ﬁlter were then grouped into
ﬁles of orthologous genes (1107 different genes). In
some instances, we recovered a gene sequence from
only a subset of the taxa sampled. To avoid large
blocks of missing data, we excluded genes for which
we obtained an assembly for 50% or less of the lice,
leaving 1066 genes for analysis. We further ﬁltered
the data by removing any genes that contained 50%
or more ambiguous characters, leaving 977 genes. A
%GC bias in third codon positions could violate the
model assumptions of the GTR+gamma substitution
model for sequence evolution. To examine whether
there was evidence for base composition biases, we
examined the %GC content by codon position in
each gene for each louse sampled. There was limited
variation in GC content at any position in our data
(see Supplementary Fig. S1, available on Dryad; the
standard deviation of mean %GC content across lice was
0.029), and thus all codon positions were retained for
phylogenetic analysis. Each gene was aligned separately
using UPP v.2.0 (Nguyen et al. 2015) according to its
translated amino acid sequence. The aligned data were
then back-translated into its DNA sequence. Finally,
the GTR+gamma parameters were calculated for each
codon position in the gene alignment using RAxML
(v.8.1.3; Stamatakis 2014). There were 76 ﬁrst and second
codon positions found to have abnormally high rate
parameters (> 10 standard deviations from the mean
rate parameters). These individual codon positions were
removed from the concatenated alignment.
Inferring Species Relationships
Both concatenation and coalescent-based species
tree estimation approaches were used to determine
the phylogenetic relationships within Columbicola.
First, phylogenetic relationships were inferred
from all sequence data simultaneously using a data
concatenation method. To control for rate heterogeneity
across genes, we grouped the codon positions of the
genes into separate partitions. The partitions were
computed by ﬁrst running a principal coordinates
analysis (PCoA) on the GTR+gamma parameters of
each codon position for each gene (Supplementary Fig.
S1, available on Dryad; Wickett et al. 2014). Next, codon
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positions were grouped into partitions based upon a
k-means clustering of the PCoA. We found that 13 data
partitions explained most of the variation between the
clusters. Finally, we built a concatenated supermatrix
alignment by combining these 13 data partitions into
a single alignment. We generated an initial maximumlikelihood (ML) tree from the supermatrix alignment
using FastTree-2 under GTR+CAT (v.2.1.7; Price et al.
2010), and then performed a partitioned ML analysis
using RAxML under GTR+gamma (v.8.1.3; Stamatakis
2014), using the FastTree-2 ML tree as an initial starting
tree. Support for the branches in the ML tree was
computed by estimating 100 bootstrap replicate trees.
Second, to determine whether incomplete lineage
sorting (ILS) or other biological phenomena may have
affected phylogenetic reconstruction, we reconstructed
the phylogeny using coalescent-based species tree
estimation methods (Mirarab et al. 2014; Vachaspati and
Warnow 2015). These methods are designed to reconcile
gene tree–species tree conﬂict caused by ILS. ML gene
trees were estimated from each gene alignment using
RAxML under GTR+gamma. The species tree was
then estimated using ASTRAL (v.4.9.7; Mirarab et al.
2014; Mirarab and Warnow 2015) and ASTRID (v.1.4;
Vachaspati and Warnow 2015) from the set of gene trees.
Support for the branches in the ASTRAL and ASTRID
trees were computed using local posterior probabilities
based on the gene tree quartet frequencies (Sayyari
and Mirarab 2016). To summarize our phylogenetic
results, we calculated a strict consensus tree from
concatenation, ASTRAL, and ASTRID phylogenies.
Prior to calculating the consensus tree, any node with
less than 95% bootstrap or local support was collapsed
into a polytomy. Any conﬂict between any of the trees
(including unresolved nodes) resulted in a polytomy
within the consensus tree.

Biogeography
To determine whether the Columbicola phylogeny is
signiﬁcantly structured according to biogeographic
region, we conducted a Maddison–Slatkin test
(Maddison and Slatkin 1991). This test used the
tree reconstructed from the concatenation analysis (the
consensus tree was not used to avoid a polytomy that
could complicate analysis) and was implemented using
an R script that randomly assigns character states to
phylogeny tips; thus, calculating the number of character
transitions for each randomization (as in Bush et al.
2016, https://github.com/juliema/publications/tree/
master/BrueeliaMS; obtained April 2016). The
distribution of each taxon was classiﬁed based on its
occurrence in one of the following four biogeographic
regions—Eurasia, Australasia (including islands in
SE Asia, and the Paciﬁc), Africa, or the New World.
Tip character states (biogeographic regions) were
then randomized 999 times. Next, we tested six
different biogeographic pattern models and inferred
ancestral areas using BioGeoBEARS v.0.2.1 (Matzke
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2013) implemented in R v.3.2.4 (R Core Team; available
from http://r-project.org/) based on the concatenation
tree (Fig. 1). Since this analysis requires ultrametric
trees, we estimated new ultrametric branch lengths in
BEAST v.2.3.2 under a lognormal clock (ﬁles prepared
in BEAUTi; Drummond et al. 2012) while holding the
concatenated tree topology constant. The width of
the concatenated data matrix used to construct the
original tree exceeded that allowed by the software.
Therefore, we used trimAl v.1.2 (Capella-Gutierrez et al.
2009) to reduce the matrix to only those columns that
contained 10% or fewer gap characters. This left us
with 388,048 alignment columns with which to infer
branch lengths. Using the reduced alignment, we ran
BEAST on the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al.
2010) for 12 million MCMC generations, sampling
every 1000 generations and discarding the ﬁrst 50%
as a burn-in. Outgroup taxa were then removed and
each Columbicola taxon was coded as belonging to
one of the four biogeographic regions used in the
Maddison–Slatkin test. We inferred the ancestral
range at each node using six different unconstrained
models in BioGeoBEARS (DEC, DEC+J, DIVALIKE,
DIVALIKE+J, BAYAREALIKE, and BAYAREALIKE+J)
with maximum biogeographic regions set to four.
To identify the optimal biogeographic model for our
data, we compared the reconstructions of ancestral
biogeography under each model using the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC).

Validating Species Identiﬁcation
Lice used in this study were identiﬁed by host
associations (Supplementary Table S1, available on
Dryad), as well as morphology. Many of the taxa
in the study were included in previous studies that
sequenced the mitochondrial Cytochrome c oxidase
I (COI) gene. To validate that our identiﬁcations
were consistent with previous studies, we assembled
the COI gene from each Columbicola sample using
aTRAM. A partial, translated COI sequence from C.
columbae (gi15419110, gbAAK96907.1) served as the
reference sequence. The resulting contigs assembled
by aTRAM were compared with the COI sequences
available on NCBI using the blastn web interface
(http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi;
accessed
February 2016). The best hits for each contig are
reported in Supplementary Table S1, available on
Dryad.

RESULTS
DNA Sequencing and Assembly
Whole-genome sequencing produced a mean of
73,611,688 (range 25,082,170–133,845,542) raw 160-nt
reads for each sample with a mean duplication rate of
6.02% (range 0.43–24.74%). Of the 1107 targeted genes,
we assembled a mean of 1101 candidate orthologs (range
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FIGURE 1.
Maximum-likelihood tree showing the relationships of Columbicola species based on the concatenation of 977 single copy
orthologous gene sequence alignments. The tree was calculated using RAxML and support was calculated from bootstrap replicates. Numbers
at nodes indicate support as percent of 100 bootstrap replicates that also contain that node. Names at tips of branches identify the species of
Columbicola, followed by the dove or pigeon species from which that sample was collected. Images of Columbicola (arrows) are also shown.
Columbicola sp. designates undescribed species of Columbicola. Branches to out-group taxa have been shortened (denoted by *) for presentation.
Letters “a–d” in circles designate major clades discussed in the text.
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of 1069–1107), either in part or whole, from each louse.
After ﬁltering to remove potentially non-orthologous
contigs and gene sets with more than 50% missing
data, 977 ortholog genes remained for phylogenetic
analysis. Percent GC content was slightly elevated in
third codon positions, but this bias was consistent across
all taxa; therefore, third positions were retained. These
assembly and ﬁltering steps yielded 1,596,995 sites for
phylogenetic analyses.

Dove Wing Louse Species Relationships
The relationships among species of wing lice were
determined by both simultaneous analysis of all data
(concatenation method) and by gene tree summary
methods (coalescent method using ASTRAL and
ASTRID). The concatenation method produced a very
well supported tree at most nodes (mean bootstrap of
97.8%, range of 51–100%; Fig. 1). Of the 61 ingroup
nodes, 54 (89%) were supported in 100% of bootstrap
replicates, and 59 (97%) were supported in 80% or
more of bootstrap replicates. Two species, Columbicola
fortis and C. triangularis, formed the sister clade to
all other Columbicola. The remaining Columbicola fell
into four major, well-supported clades (labeled a–d in
Fig. 1). However, the relationship of these four major
clades to one another was not resolved. In contrast, the
relationships within these clades were well supported,
with nearly all branches receiving 100% bootstrap
support. Only clade d had ﬁve branches with less than
100% bootstrap support, all in the range 88–99%; all other
clades had 100% support on all branches.
The lack of resolution among the four major clades
in the concatenation tree described above could be
due to ILS, and it is important to account for this
possibility. Therefore, we built two coalescent trees
(using ASTRAL and ASTRID). These trees were similar
to each other as well as to the tree from concatenated
analysis. Only branches that were weakly supported by
some of the analyses differed among trees from the three
methods. In particular, the coalescent tree built using
ASTRAL yielded slightly different relationships from
the concatenated tree among the four main clades (i.e.,
differences in the short branches connecting these clades;
Fig. 2). The ASTRAL coalescent tree had higher support
for these short branches than the concatenation tree.
However, support for the coalescent tree was assessed as
local support and it is difﬁcult to compare these values
to bootstrap values. In most other respects the coalescent
tree was identical to the concatenation analysis. Like
the concatenation tree, most relationships within the
four major clades in the coalescent tree were also
highly supported (100% local support). Only one branch
within a major clade was supported at less than 100%
posterior probability, and there was only one topological
difference between the trees within a major clade (an
alternative arrangement of C. arnoldi, C. beccarii, and C.
exilicornis was supported). The second coalescent tree,
built using ASTRID (Fig. 3), was again similar to both
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the concatenation tree and the ASTRAL tree. Again, we
found an alternate relationship among the four wellsupported clades connected by short branches. Within
these four clades, the relationships are identical among
ASTRAL and ASTRID trees. Finally, a strict consensus
of concatenation, ASTRAL, and ASTRID trees shows
that all three approaches yielded nearly identical results
(Fig. 4) with relationships within major Columbicola
clades being resolved, but the relationships among major
clades remaining unresolved.
Compared with the most comprehensive phylogenetic
study of Columbicola to date (Johnson et al. 2007),
the consensus tree (Fig. 4) presented here shows
dramatic improvement in both resolution and support.
The previous study was based on three genes (two
mitochondrial and one nuclear; Johnson et al. 2007),
while our study sampled 977 genes from across the
nuclear genome. A comparison of taxa common to
both studies (Fig. 5) shows that 83% of nodes are now
resolved with greater than 95% support in all trees. By
comparison, only 48% of nodes were resolved with at
least 95% Bayesian posterior probability in the previous
study.
The arrangement of many nodes differs between our
consensus tree and the Bayesian tree of Johnson et al.
(2007); however, only two of these conﬂicting nodes
were strongly supported (Johnson et al. 2007). In this
particular conﬂict, the three-gene tree supported a clade
of the Australasian phabine dove lice (C. mjobergi and C.
rodmani) as sister to lice from New World ground doves
and pigeons (C. extinctus, C. adamsi, and C. macrourae
from Patagioenas and Zenaida columbid species). This
resulted in a paraphyletic assemblage of the lice from
Australasian phabine genera sampled in the prior study
(Phaps, Geophaps, Ocyphaps, Petrophassa, and Geopelia). In
contrast, the consensus tree from our genome-wide data
recovers the lice of these Australasian phabine doves as a
monophlyetic group within clade d. In another case, the
two species in clade d that parasitize different species
of Phaps (C. harbisoni and C. tasmaniensis) are sister taxa
in our new tree, but were paraphyletic in the previous
Bayesian tree. Thus, in both cases, relationships in the
current phylogenomic trees are more concordant with
host relationships.

Biogeographic Patterns
BioGeoBEARS supported the DEC+J biogeographic
model as optimal for our data (Table 1). This model
is similar to the Dispersal–Extinction–Cladogenesis of
Lagrange, but with an extra parameter that models
founder events (Matzke 2013). In addition, all models
that included the founder event parameter scored
better than similar models lacking this component
(Table 1). Collectively, this supports the hypothesis that
wing lice dispersed into different regions and then
speciated. The results of the Maddison–Slatkin test
were highly signiﬁcant, with none of the character state
randomizations having an equal or lower number of state
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FIGURE 2. Coalescent tree showing relationships of Columbicola species based on 977 single-copy ortholog gene trees. Tree was calculated
using ASTRAL from gene trees calculated using RAxML with support based local posterior probabilities. Letters “a–d” in circles designate
major clades described in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 3. Coalescent tree showing relationships of Columbicola species based on 977 single-copy ortholog gene trees. The tree was calculated
using ASTRID from gene trees calculated using RAxML and support based local posterior probabilities. Letters “a–d” in circles designate major
clades described in Figure 1.
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9

FIGURE 4. Strict consensus of concatenation, ASTRAL, and ASTRID trees with all resolved nodes receiving at least 95% support in all three
trees. Tree is presented as a cladogram and branch lengths are not informative. Letters “a–d” in circles designate major clades described in
Figure 1.
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of (a) Bayesian tree based on three genes from Johnson et al. (2007) and (b) consensus tree reconstructed from genomewide data in the current study. Only those taxa analyzed in both studies are shown (n = 50). Nodes with less than 0.95 posterior probability in
tree A and 95% bootstrap support in tree B were collapsed. “Columbicola sp.” indicates an undescribed species of Columbicola from Streptopelia
semitorquata. Letters “a–d” in circles designate major clades described in Figure 1. Dotted lines join species with a consistent phylogenetic position
in each tree.
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Comparison of different biogeographic models tested in BioGeoBEARS

Model
DEC
DEC+J
DIVALIKE
DIVALIKE+J
BAYAREALIKE
BAYAREALIKE+J

Ln L

Params

D

e

j

AIC

AIC_wt

−59.97
−43.39
−62.89
−44.06
−87
−44.61

2
3
2
3
2
3

0.5
1E−12
0.9
1E−12
0.56
1E−4

1.9E−8
1E−12
5.2E−9
1E−12
5
1E−4

0
0.036
0
0.038
0
0.037

123.9
92.78
129.8
94.12
178
95.22

9.5E−8
0.55
5.1E−9
0.28
1.7E−19
0.16

Note: Ln L = natural log, Params = parameters, and AIC = Akaike information criterion.

FIGURE 6. Ancestral area reconstruction modeled in BioGeoBEARS using a DEC+J model. Colors at tips represent current biogeographic
area and pie charts represent predicted ancestral areas at cladogenesis. Red = New World, Yellow = Australasia, Green = Africa, Blue = Eurasia,
Orange = hypothetical ancestral area of New World+Australasia. Letters “a–d” in circles designate major clades described in Figure 1.

transitions (biogeographic regions) than the observed
(P < 0.001). Thus, both ancestral area reconstruction
and the Maddison–Slatkin test indicate that the
biogeographic distribution of the lice is phylogenetically
conserved and that there is limited exchange between
regions (Fig. 6).
We found that New World Columbicola are restricted
to two major clades (c and d; Fig. 6), with the exception
of C. triangularis. Similarly, Australasian Columbicola
are restricted to two major clades (b and d), with the
exception of a three species cluster in clade a. The New
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Guinean species C. fortis plus New World C. triangularis
are sister to most other Columbicola (Fig. 1). Three
other taxa from Australasia (C. waiteae, C. guimaraesi
1, and C. guimaraesi 3) are embedded within a clade
dominated by African and Eurasian species (clade a).
This suggests there may have been ancient movement
of Columbicola from Africa or Eurasia into Australasia,
with subsequent speciation. Members of clade a appear
to have undergone extensive movement between Eurasia
and Africa. Together, our analysis favors a New World or
the New World plus Australasia as the ancestral region
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for dove lice. However, the latter scenario seems unlikely,
because doves diversiﬁed in the Cenozoic (Steadman
2008; Prum et al. 2015), making vicariance an unlikely
explanation. However, a lack of well-supported nodes
near the base of the phylogenetic tree (probable ancient
distribution shifts within monophyletic groups) together
with mixed geographic distributions within modern
clades makes it difﬁcult to resolve with conﬁdence the
ancestral geographic origin for this group of lice.

DISCUSSION
Parasitic feather lice (Columbicola) and their dove hosts
(Columbiformes) have emerged as a powerful system
for studying the interface between microevolutionary
processes and macroevolutionary patterns (Clayton
et al. 2016). Nevertheless, relationships among the
many species of Columbicola have been challenging
to resolve (Johnson et al. 2003, Johnson et al. 2007).
The phylogenomic methods used here provide a
well-supported and largely resolved phylogeny for
this important group. Resolving the phylogeny of
Columbicola was facilitated both by extensive sampling
of species (about 50% of all known species in the
genus), and by analyzing a large number of genes
(977 nuclear single copy orthologs). Trees produced
by concatenation and coalescent summary methods
were largely compatible and well supported, with the
exception of a few weakly supported nodes (Fig. 4).
That is, nodes with high support were consistent across
methods and weakly supported nodes were inconsistent
across analyses. The agreement of nodal support and
methods suggests that (1) the phylogeny presented is
stable and (2) support measures are a good gauge of
conﬁdence in this phylogeny. Additionally, a consensus
tree of all analyses resolves 17 nodes within Columbicola
that were unresolved in an earlier work, including
resolving all but four major branches close to the root
of the tree (Johnson et al. 2007; Fig. 5). In short, our
phylogenomic tree provides a solid basis for future
comparative and cophylogenetic studies of Columbicola
species and their hosts.
Based on relative branch lengths, it appears that there
was a long period of stasis (or perhaps extinction)
between a pair of highly diverged lineages of Columbicola
(C. fortis and C. triangularis) versus all other Columbicola
in our analysis (Fig. 1). The placement of C. fortis and C.
triangularis as sister taxa to all other Columbicola was also
recovered in a parsimony tree, but not in a Bayesian tree,
by Johnson et al. (2007). The morphology of these lice is
unusual in some respects. For example, C. triangularis
and another closely related species, C. baculoides (not
included in our analysis), are morphologically distinct
from other Columbicola species (Johnson et al. 2007).
Males of these two species have antennae resembling
those of females, whereas other Columbicola species
have sexually dimorphic antennae (Clayton and Price
1999). Columbicola fortis is also unusual, but in different
ways: C. fortis has sexually dimorphic antennae like
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other species of Columbicola, but C. fortis has a
distinctly large head (Adams et al. 2005). Neither of
these features are synapomorphies shared with C.
triangularis or C. baculoides. These three species also
parasitize dove species in different regions of the world.
Columbicola baculoides and C. triangularis parasitize New
World doves, while C. fortis parasitizes the pheasant
pigeon (Otidiphaps nobilis), which is endemic to New
Guinea. Thus, the disjunct biogeographic distributions,
morphological dissimilarity, and molecular divergence,
all indicate an ancient divergence among the lice in
this clade. Based on the short branches connecting the
major clades a–d, we infer that this initial divergence was
followed by an independent and relatively more rapid
radiation, generating the rest of the diversity within
Columbicola.
Biogeography
Biogeographic analysis of Columbicola species
is important for understanding the history and
diversiﬁcation of the genus. Species of Columbicola
sometimes parasitize more than one host species, and
there are also cases where Columbicola have switched
between distantly related dove species (Johnson et al.
2002, Johnson et al. 2003; Malenke et al. 2009; Bush et al.
2009). Therefore, while the dispersal and speciation
of parasites often mirrors host diversiﬁcation, host
switches frequently lead to more complicated patterns
of codiversiﬁation. With these factors in mind, several
patterns emerge from our biogeographic analysis
(Fig. 6). First, we ﬁnd that biogeographic distributions
are generally concordant with the major clades of
Columbicola. In general, New World taxa are limited
to two clades (c and part of d) and Old World taxa
are limited to three clades (a, b, and part of d).
Paleontological and molecular evidence indicates that
the hosts of Columbicola radiated during the middle
Cenozoic (Steadman 2008; Prum et al. 2015). This
geologically recent timing rules out phylogenetically
deep vicariance events in Columbicola that would be
attributable to continental drift. A more likely scenario
is movement between the Old and New World on
dispersing hosts, followed by subsequent speciation
in the new host range. The preferred biogeographic
model in our analyses, which includes founder event
speciation, supports this notion. However, bootstrap
support near the base of our phylogeny is low, so we
are unable to conﬁdently determine the direction of
these exchanges. Among Old World taxa, two clades
are found exclusively in Australasia (clade b and part
of clade d), while another occurs in Africa, Australasia,
and Eurasia (clade a). Within this latter clade, we ﬁnd
evidence of movement from Eurasia into Australasia
and between Eurasia and Africa, with at least one
dispersal event occurring from Eurasia to Africa (the
direction of other dispersal events in this clade is
ambiguous). This movement might be explained by the
high biogeographic connectivity between Eurasia and
Africa.
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Geography and Ecology of Host Switching
A comprehensive phylogenomic tree for the hosts of
Columbicola is not yet available, thus making a thorough
cophylogenetic analysis premature. However, based
on previous phylogenetic studies of Columbiformes
(Johnson and Clayton 2000; Pereira et al. 2007), some
general co-evolutionary patterns emerge with respect
to biogeography and host phylogeny. One predominant
pattern is that monophyletic groups of Columbicola occur
on monophyletic groups of doves, suggesting a general
pattern of phylogenetic congruence. For example, the lice
of small New World ground doves form a monophyletic
group (C. passerinae, C. drowni, C. gymnopeliae, and C.
altamimiae; clade c), as do their hosts (Columbina spp. and
Metriopelia spp.; Fig. 1; Johnson and Clayton 2000; Pereira
et al. 2007; Sweet and Johnson 2015). The lice of most
Australian phabine doves (Phaps, Geophaps, Ocyphaps,
Petrophassa, and Geopelia) also form a clade (clade d). The
only exception is Columbicola palmai, which is found on
the Wonga Pigeon (Leucosarcia melanoleuca), a phabine
dove whose louse falls within clade b. Most phabines
are open country or dry forest species, but the Wonga
Pigeon inhabits sub-tropical wet forests, along with
distantly related fruit pigeons and doves (Gibbs et al.
2001). Lice that are closely related to C. palmai also occur
in wet tropical/subtropical forests in Australasia and
their hosts are only distantly related to the Wonga Pigeon
(clade b; Johnson and Clayton 2000; Pereira et al. 2007).
Since host–parasite phylogenies are not congruent in this
case, this pattern suggests that C. palmai (or its ancestor)
switched hosts.
Another example of this pattern occurs in Africa.
The African louse species C. smithae and C. fradei
are closely related (within clade a), whereas their
tropical forest dove hosts Turtur brehmeri and Aplopelia
larvata are not. Moreover, the lice from other species
of Turtur, which live in savannah habitats rather
than tropical forests (Gibbs et al. 2001), are related
to lice that parasitize distantly related birds in the
same habitat. Collectively, our results suggest that
ancient and persistent host–parasite associations have
yielded congruent phylogenies between doves and lice,
with incongruence resulting from periodic switching
between unrelated species of doves that share the same
habitat. Thus, both biogeographic and ecological overlap
provide opportunities for host switching events, as
shown in some other groups of birds and lice (Clayton
et al. 2016).
The Columbicola phylogeny contains other examples
of probable host switching. For example, the lice
(C. macrourae, C. adamsi, and C. extinctus) of New
World pigeons (Patagioenas) and New World midsized doves (Zenaida and Geotrygon) form a clade,
but their hosts do not (within clade d; Johnson and
Clayton 2000; Pereira et al. 2007; Johnson and Weckstein
2011). Better resolution of the directionality of hostswitching events awaits a more comprehensive
and well-supported phylogeny of pigeons and
doves.
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Utility of Targeted Assembly
For this study, we used a whole-genome sequencing
approach, but assembled only gene-containing contigs
for the phylogenetic analyses. We therefore recovered
a portion of the genome that was directly comparable
across Columbicola species, and we did so with very
small quantities of DNA and at relatively low cost
using conventional extraction and library construction
methods. This approach allowed us to bypass the
complex and time-consuming process of whole-genome
assembly and annotation.
Other recent studies have implemented genome
reduction methods to limit the portion of the genome
that is sequenced in the ﬁrst place (i.e., reduced
representation sequencing; Ekblom and Wolf 2014).
This strategy also alleviates some of the biological
and technical challenges inherent in whole-genome
assembly by capturing a limited number of conserved
regions. These genome reduction methods, including
selection for ultra-conserved elements (UCEs; Faircloth
et al. 2012, Faircloth et al. 2015; McCormack et al. 2012),
or anchored hybrid enrichment sequencing (Lemmon
et al. 2012), only sequence regions of interest around
conserved sites in the genome. These techniques are
being widely applied currently to systematic problems
for a diverse array of taxa. However, these methods
require development of specialized DNA binding probes
to capture conserved regions (Faircloth et al. 2012;
Lemmon et al. 2012; McCormack et al. 2012). The
performance of such probes can be difﬁcult to assess a
priori across an entire taxonomic group of interest. By
using random shotgun sequencing of the entire genome
and relying on target-restricted assembly (instead of
targeted sequencing), we accomplished a similar goal.
This was made possible by aTRAM, a recently developed
software package that does not require specialized
sequencing-library preparation or marker development.
In addition, given that we sequenced the entire genome
of each louse, we can return to the raw data to recover
additional or different regions of the genome in the
future. Thus, subsequent investigations using the same
raw data are not limited to the particular set of genes
we used.
Insect genomes vary widely in size, from ∼98 Mb to
16,528 Mb (Gregory et al. 2007). Parasitic lice, like those
studied here, have small genomes compared with other
insects; for example, the human body louse (Pediculus
humanus) has a genome of only 110.78 Megabases
(Mb; Kirkness et al. 2010). The genome of Columbicola
(∼ 200 Mbp, unpublished data) appears to be relatively
similar in size and composition to the closely related
Pediculus. Because of this small genome size, we utilized
multiplexing (simultaneous sequencing of samples) to
reduce sequencing costs. We combined four samples per
sequencing lane, but given our sequencing yield after
error correction (Supplementary Table S1, available on
Dryad), we could have increased multiplexing without
decreasing sequencing depth below suitable levels. This
would have further reduced the cost of generating the
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necessary phylogenomic data. Similar projects, focusing
on organisms with larger genomes would likely be
limited in the degree of multiplexing to achieve sufﬁcient
coverage (> 10 times coverage, Allen et al. in press).
However, we observed that if sequencing coverage is low
or inconsistent, aTRAM can still recover partial target
assemblies. In this study we designed a test case in which
aTRAM was used to rapidly collect phylogenomic data
with preserved museum specimens yielding limited
starting genomic DNA. The performance of aTRAM
with larger genomes and different genome sequencing
approaches warrants further investigation.
The aTRAM approach is particularly useful with
limited or low quality DNA. Sample condition was
inconsistent in our project and sequence data from
each sample presented unique challenges for assembly.
Despite the potential limitations of our study due
to sample degradation, aTRAM provided results that
were consistent across samples. Our results suggest
that aTRAM is a viable phylogenomics pipeline for the
analyses of closely related lineages, as well as more
ancient patterns of divergence. It promises to be a useful
tool for many other groups of organisms.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Raw sequence data collected from the Columbicola
samples isolated in this study have been deposited in
the NCBI short-read archive under the study SRP069898
and are tied to the BioProject identiﬁer PRJNA296666.
Individual BioSample and SRA run data can be found
in Supplementary Table S1, available on Dryad. Data
for Columbicola columbae (collected from Columba
livia) and outgroup samples are being deposited as
part of other studies. Nucleotide data matrix and
phylogenetic trees have been deposited in TreeBASE
http://purl.org/phylo/treebase/phylows/study/TB2:
S19776.
Data available from the Dryad Digital Repository:
http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.4812p.
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